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ABSTRACT

Aims. Our aim is to constrain the properties of dark matter halos inhabiting high density environments, such as is the case in massive
galaxy clusters.
Methods. We use galaxy-galaxy lensing techniques that utilize a maximum likelihood method to constrain the parameters of the
lenses. It has been demonstrated that such a technique provides strong constraints on the parameters that characterize a galaxy halo, as
well as on the aperture mass of these halos. In this analysis, we only use weak shear data and do not include strong lensing constraints.
Results. We present the results of a study of galaxy-galaxy lensing in a homogeneous sample of massive x-ray luminous clusters at
z ∼ 0.2. These have been observed in three bands with the cfh12k instrument. We find dark matter halos in these clusters to be
compact compared to those inferred around isolated field galaxies of equivalent luminosity at this redshift: the half mass radius is
found to be smaller than 50 kpc, with a mean total mass of order 0.2×1012 M�. This is in good agreement with previous galaxy-galaxy
lensing results and with numerical simulations, in particular with the tidal stripping scenario. We thus provide a strong confirmation
of tidal truncation from a homogeneous sample of galaxy clusters. Moreover, it is the first time that cluster galaxies are probed
successfully using galaxy-galaxy lensing techniques from ground based data.
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1. Introduction

Gravitational lensing has become a very powerful tool to mea-
sure the mass distribution of structures in the Universe on a large
range of scales. Both the strong lensing and the weak lensing
regime are used to map mass distributions. On large scales, the
weak distortion detected in the shapes of distant galaxies allows
us to study the distribution of matter on cosmic scales (Refregier
et al. 2003). On galaxy cluster scales, the strong lensing fea-
tures observed in the cores of massive clusters can be used to
put strong constraints on the inner part of the cluster potential
(Kneib et al. 1996; Smith et al. 2005), whereas at larger cluster-
centric radius, in the weak lensing limit, the ellipticities of back-
ground galaxies give an estimate of the shear field induced by the
gravitational potential of the foreground cluster. On the scale of
individual galaxies, much work has been done as well on model-
ing and understanding multiple quasar systems (Fassnacht et al.
1999; Phillips et al. 2004). These strong galaxy-galaxy lensing
analyses provide a test of structure formation in cold dark mat-
ter models since lensing provides an interesting way to estimate
the inner slopes of density profiles, which can be compared to
theoretical expectations.

Weak galaxy-galaxy lensing studies provide constraints on
the physical parameters that characterize the dark matter halos
of galaxies. This is accomplished directly using lensing, since
the deformation in the shapes of background galaxies produced
by the foreground lenses although weak is observationally de-
tected statistically. Galaxy-galaxy lensing has been used to get
constraints on field galaxies in different surveys (see Sect. 2 for
a review). This effect has also been used successfully to map sub-
structure in massive galaxy clusters (see Sect. 2.4), where most
previous work has utilized strong and weak lensing features in
order to constrain the properties of galaxy halos associated with
the locations of bright early-type galaxies in clusters.

In this paper, we report the first detection of galaxy-galaxy
lensing in clusters from ground based observations without uti-
lizing strong lensing. We demonstrate that this technique works
even without the constraints from multiple images but as a con-
sequence we need more foreground-background pairs. To illus-
trate this we apply the technique to a well defined homogeneous
sample of clusters all at z ∼ 0.2. Additionally, using 3 photo-
metric bands, we apply photometric redshift determination tech-
niques to assign redshifts to all the background objects. The de-
tails of our method have been presented in a recent theoretical
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paper (Limousin et al. 2005, hereafter Paper I). It was demon-
strated by analysing simulated data that the technique works well
and allows us to retrieve the characteristic parameters that de-
scribe the dark matter halos and hence to put strong constraints
on the aperture mass of these halos. We confirm the fact that
galaxy halos in clusters are compact compared to halos of field
galaxies of equivalent luminosity. This is a strong confirma-
tion since it relies on a homogeneous sample of galaxy clusters,
whereas most early work relied on a heterogeneous sample. The
results presented here are averaged on a cluster galaxy popula-
tion from the centre of the cluster up to ∼ 2 Mpc, which represent
a significant fraction of the virial radius (depending on the clus-
ter: for the sample we consider in this work, the virial radius
spans from 2.5 Mpc for Abell 2218 to 3.6 Mpc for Abell 1835).

This paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2 we review
galaxy-galaxy lensing results to date; Sect. 3 describes the data
and reduction techniques, as well as the procedure used to derive
catalogues from these images. The determination of photomet-
ric redshifts is described in Sect. 4 and illustrated for the specific
case of Abell 1763. The formalism used for modeling dark mat-
ter halos and the maximum likelihood method are outlined in
Sect. 5. More details on the analysis are given in Paper I. Our
results are presented in Sect. 6, where we also make compar-
isons with other galaxy-galaxy lensing results. Discussion of the
results and conclusions are presented in Sect. 7. All our results
in this paper are scaled to the flat, low matter density ΛCDM
cosmology with ΩM = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7 and a Hubble constant
H0 = 65 km s−1 Mpc−1. In such a cosmology, at z = 0.2, 1′′
corresponds to 3.55 kpc.

2. Galaxy-galaxy lensing as a probe of galaxy
properties

In this section, we provide a review of galaxy-galaxy lensing
results to date: we begin by reviewing theoretical works and then
summarize observational results.

2.1. Theoretical analyses

Galaxy-galaxy lensing methods have been developed just after
the first detection of the phenomena (Brainerd et al. 1996, here-
after bbs). Different observational configurations were consid-
ered: for field galaxies, the work and techniques have been pio-
neered by Schneider & Rix (1997) and in cluster by Natarajan
& Kneib (1997). Other theoretical works followed by Geiger
& Schneider (1998) and Limousin et al. (2005), respectively
in cluster and both in cluster and in the field. Natarajan &
Kneib (1997) partitioned the mass of the cluster into a smooth
clump and sub-halos that are associated with early-type galaxies.
Robust constraints are obtained on both these components using
strong and weak lensing observations. The presence of a few
multiply imaged systems in the clusters that they modeled (with
known measured redshifts) gave tighter error bars on the prop-
erties of the dark halos that they obtain. Other theoretical work
does not include any strong lensing constraints in the analysis.
The more recent study by Limousin et al. (2005) went beyond
the usual formulation and proposed a re-parameterization of the
problem in terms of more direct physical quantities that allows
putting strong constraints on the aperture mass of a galaxy halo.
These studies have demonstrated that it is possible to recover the
input parameters of the lenses. They used a generated simulated
catalogue defined to match present day observations in terms of
shape parameter measurements and object number density. It is

found that the reliability of the galaxy-galaxy lensing signal de-
pends on the number density of galaxies whose distorted shapes
can be reliably measured, as well as any additional constraints
that can be added to the analysis, for instance, redshifts of the
lens galaxies, redshifts of the source galaxies, galaxy type, dy-
namical constraints, and the presence of larger scale structure
like groups or clusters in the vicinity.

All these studies are based on a maximum likelihood
analysis of the data sets and the likelihood function is con-
structed from the ellipticity probability distribution of galaxies.
Maximum likelihood methods are preferred to the so-called di-
rect averaging method (which consists of obtaining an average
shear field by simply binning up the shear in radial bins from
the centre of the lens outwards). The direct averaging method
is widely used to constrain galaxy cluster mass profiles. In the
case of galaxy-galaxy lensing, since the lensing signal is much
smaller than the characteristic noise which corresponds to the
width of the intrinsic ellipticity distribution of the galaxies, one
has to stack many individual galaxy shear profiles to obtain a
signal and to constrain an average galaxy halo population. Such
a method is possible when studying isolated field galaxies as in
Fisher et al. (2000) study on the sdss data. The direct averaging
method supposes that we are able to isolate a lens in order to
study it, which is rarely the case. In fact, galaxy-galaxy lensing
is fundamentally a multiple deflection problem. This was first
pointed out by bbs in their early work, who found that more
than 50% of their source galaxies should have been lensed by
two or more foreground galaxies: the closest lens on the sky
to any given source was not necessarily the only lens, nor the
strongest one. Moreover, Brainerd (2004b) in an analysis of mul-
tiple deflections by the galaxies in the Hubble Deep Field North
(hdf) has shown that the probability of multiple deflections ex-
ceeds 50% for source galaxies with a redshift greater than 1 (see
also the work by Hoekstra et al. (2005) where they consider iso-
lated galaxies). In many cases it has become clear that it is almost
never a unique lens that is responsible for the detected lensing
signal and that there are indeed no clean lines of sight (Guzik
& Seljak 2002). Consequently, the problem is best tackled using
an “inverse” method, and analysing galaxy-galaxy lensing using
maximum likelihood techniques is an example of such a method.

2.2. Observational results

The main goal of galaxy-galaxy lensing studies is to obtain con-
straints on the physical parameters that characterize the dark
matter halos of galaxies. A dark matter halo can be described
by two parameters: in this work we will use σ0, the central ve-
locity dispersion, which is related to the depth of the potential
well, and rcut, the cut off radius, which is related to the spatial
extension of the halo since it defines a change in the slope of
the three dimensional mass density profile: below rcut, the pro-
file falls with radius (see Paper I for a complete description of
galaxy dark matter halo modeling). It should be noted that a dark
matter halo parametrized by rcut still has a significant amount of
mass below rcut: the mass profile become steeper, but half of
the mass is contained below rcut. Thus rcut can be considered
as a half mass radius. More quantitatively, considering a galaxy
sized dark matter halo with σ0 = 220 km s−1 and rcut = 50 kpc,
we derive that M(R > rcut) = 45% Mtot.

In the following, we present galaxy-galaxy lensing results,
using σ0 and rcut to characterize their properties. In practice,
many galaxies have to be stacked in order to reliably detect a
signal. As the lenses considered in a given study do not have the
same luminosity, they cannot be assigned the same parameters.
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Fig. 1. Comparison between galaxy-galaxy lensing results on cluster
galaxies (black) and galaxy-galaxy lensing results on field galaxies
(grey). References are given in Sect. 2.2.

The standard approach is to use scaling relations between the
different lenses and to derive properties scaled for a given lumi-
nosity L∗:
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The case δ = 0.25 corresponds to the Faber-Jackson/Tully-
Fisher relation. The case α = 0.5 assumes that the mass to light
ratio is constant for all galaxies. These values are the one that
are most often used in lensing studies. However, there are other
possible scaling relations, and they can be tested with lensing.

We begin with the first non detection of galaxy-galaxy lens-
ing by Tyson et al. (1984). Despite a vast amount of data (about
28 000 foreground-background pairs), they were unable to get a
galaxy-galaxy lensing signal, mainly because of the poor quality
of the data at that time. The first statistically significant detec-
tion of galaxy-galaxy lensing is the work by bbs in 1996. They
used deep ground-based imaging data (�72 sq. arcmin) to inves-
tigate the orientation of 511 faint background galaxies relative
to 439 brighter foreground field galaxies. They claimed a detec-
tion of galaxy-galaxy lensing on angular scales between 5′′ and
35′′ and derived limits on the characteristic parameters of the
dark matter halos of L∗ field galaxies: σ0 = 155 ± 56 km s−1

and rcut > 100 h−1 kpc. Since bbs, there have been different
independent detections of galaxy-galaxy lensing by field galax-
ies. We list them below and illustrate this enumeration in Fig. 1
along with the constraints from these studies on the (σ0, rcut)
plane (for the studies which were able to constrain both param-
eters, with the values transferred to the cosmology used in this
paper). Studies on field galaxies are in grey.

– Griffiths et al. (1996), from the hst Medium Deep Survey,
used 1600 foreground objects (15 < I < 22) and 14 000
background objects (22 < I < 26). They were able to dif-
ferentiate between spiral and elliptical lenses, and found:
σ0 = 220 km s−1 (elliptical) and σ0 = 155 km s−1 (spiral), as
well as a constraint on the halo extension: r � 100 rhl, where
rhl is the radius of the luminous component.

– Dell’Antonio & Tyson (1996), from hdf North, used a sim-
ple colour cut to differentiate between lenses and sources:
they used 110 lenses and 697 sources, and found σ0 =
185+30

−35 km s−1 and rcut > 15 h−1 kpc.
– Hudson et al. (1998), from hdf North, with photometric red-

shifts for 208 lenses and 697 sources, found σ0 = 148 ±
28 km s−1 but no constraints on the extension of these halos.

– Ebbels (1998), from the hst Medium Deep Survey, used
22 000 objects and a magnitude cut, and found σ0 =
128+25

−34 km s−1 and rcut > 120 kpc.
– Fisher et al. (2000), from the sdss data covering 225 sq.

degrees, used 28 000 bright objects (16 < r < 18) and
150 000 background objects (18 < r < 22), and found
σ0 = 145−195 km s−1 and rcut > 275 h−1 kpc.

– Jaunsen (2000), from cfrs fields, with photometric red-
shifts, found σ0 = 280 ± 30 km s−1 and no constraints on
the extension of these halos.

– McKay et al. (2001), from the sdss data with many more
objects than the study by Fisher et al. (2000) and with
spectroscopic redshifts for all lenses (3.4 × 104 lenses with
r′ < 17.6 and 3.6 × 106 sources with 18 < r′ < 22), found
σ0 = 100−130 km s−1 and rcut > 230 h−1 kpc.

– Smith et al. (2001), on the lcrs, used 790 lenses (R < 18)
and found σ0 = 116 ± 14 km s−1 and no constraints on the
extension of these halos.

– Wilson et al. (2001), studied elliptical galaxies in the redshift
range 0.25 < z < 0.75. They used 15 000 lenses with photo-
metric redshift and 148 000 sources (I > 25). No evolution
in the velocity dispersion with redshift was established. They
found σ0 = 168+19

−21 km s−1 and no constraints on the exten-
sion of these halos.

– Hoekstra et al. (2003), from cnoc-2 fields, with a magnitude
cut (17.5 < Rbright < 23 and 22 < Rfaint < 26) found σ0 =

133+14
−15 km s−1 and rcut = 260+124

−73 kpc.
– Kleinheinrich et al. (2006), applied a maximum likelihood

analysis on the combo 17 survey (Classifying Objects by
Medium-Band Observations in 17 filters) where an accurate
estimation of photometric redshift was possible. Considering
all lenses, they found σ0 = 156+18

−24 km s−1, and rvir =

209+24
−32 h−1 kpc (1σ confidence level). Splitting the lens sam-

ple into two subsamples according to the spectral types they
found a 2σ difference in the velocity dispersion which is
larger for early-type galaxies. Moreover, this work provides
some constraints on the exponent of the scaling relation on
the velocity dispersion (see Eq. (1)), finding δ = 0.28+0.15

−0.12 for
red galaxies, in agreement with the Faber-Jackson relation.

– Hoekstra et al. (2004) used Red Sequence Cluster Survey
data (rcs). Lenses were selected as objects as 19.5 < R <
21 and background objects as 21.5 < R < 24. They found
σ0 = 137 ± 5 km s−1 and rcut = 185+30

−28 h−1 kpc.
– Heymans et al. (2006) from hst gems data. They constrain

the evolution of the virial to stellar mass ratio of galaxies
with high stellar mass in the redshift range 0.2 ≤ z ≤ 0.8. The
estimation of the stellar mass comes from combo 17, and the
measurements of the virial mass from a galaxy-galaxy lens-
ing analysis. They selected lenses by imposing a high stel-
lar mass cut, and their sample contains a majority of early
type galaxies. Space observations provide a number density
of 65 source galaxies per square arcminute. They find a virial
radius of ∼204 h−1 kpc and a mean mass to light ratio of
∼123 h, in agreement with the findings of Hoekstra et al.
(2005). These values can be compared to the one found in
the presented work for cluster early type galaxies (Table 1),
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attesting for a strong influence of the environment on the
galaxy properties.

– Mandelbaum et al. (2006a) from the sdss, present con-
straints on the halo mass of the central galaxy and the frac-
tion of galaxies that are satellites as a function of r band lu-
minosity and stellar mass. Galaxy-galaxy lensing was used
to derive virial halo mass, and spectroscopy to derive stel-
lar masses. They looked at the efficiency with which baryons
in the halo of the central galaxy have been converted into
stars, finding a factor of 2 or more difference in conversion
efficiency between typical spirals and ellipticals above stel-
lar mass of 1011 M�. They compare some properties of early
type galaxies in both low and high-density region, and find
both populations to have consistent central halo masses.

2.3. Discussion

Examining the studies above, we find that there is considerable
variation between data sets and the analysis techniques used
by the various authors. The imaging quality, size of the field,
and the dichotomy between lenses and sources differ signifi-
cantly amongst these investigations. Most of them were lim-
ited to imaging in a single bandpass hence they used a crude
lens/source separation based upon apparent magnitude. Different
groups consider different luminosities, make measurements on
various scales and therefore an exact comparison between each
result is difficult. Moreover, the data are a heterogeneous mix
of deep images which were acquired for purposes other than
galaxy-galaxy lensing studies.

Despite these differences one has to keep in mind, the impli-
cations of these studies for the physical characteristics of the ha-
los of field galaxies are all broadly consistent with one another,
which is remarkable, and which is the only robust conclusion
that we want to draw about the enumeration of the different de-
tections on field galaxies. Of course, we do not expect all the re-
sults to converge to a single set of parameters because each study
is different by itself as mentioned before, and the interpretation
of the characteristic parameters depends on the morphological
type of the galaxy hosted, when most of the study were not able
to split their lens sample between early and late type galaxies.

All the different studies do fit reasonable central velocity
dispersions, i.e. they are consistent with results inferred from
more traditional techniques such as rotation curves. In the case
of galaxy halos in the field no clear edge is detected to the mass
distribution even on scales of the order of a few hundred kpc
(McKay et al. 2001; Fisher et al. 2000). Only two published stud-
ies to date by Hoekstra et al. (2003) and Hoekstra et al. (2004)
have been able to put an upper bound on the characteristic exten-
sion of a field halo at about 290+139

−82 h−1 kpc and 185+30
−28 h−1 kpc.

Besides these large values do not impose a stringent constraint
for typical galaxy mass distributions since at these radii the
galaxy density is only a few times above the mean density of
the Universe.

These results on field galaxies are in rather good agreement
with studies based on satellite dynamics (Zaritsky et al. 1993,
1997; Prada et al. 2003; Brainerd 2004a) where the idea is to
use a satellite galaxy as a test particle to probe the gravita-
tional potential of a brighter host galaxy that is considered to be
more massive. This method is feasible for isolated field galax-
ies, and the authors have found the extension of dark matter ha-
los of isolated galaxies to be larger than 200 kpc. The samples
of host and satellites in current redshift surveys are becoming
large enough to be used to study the dark matter halos of the host

galaxies: this is emerging as a powerful technique that is entirely
complementary to galaxy-galaxy lensing.

We can say that the last ten years since the first detection of
galaxy-galaxy lensing have been “experimental” in the sense that
these early studies have demonstrated convincingly that galaxy-
galaxy lensing, though challenging to detect, is a viable tech-
nique by which the dark matter distribution on scales of individ-
ual galaxies can be investigated. Now that the technique has been
proved, galaxy-galaxy lensing shows great promise on getting
interesting statistical constraints on galaxy physics. At present
the constraints obtained are not very strong, but the preliminary
results are very encouraging. In particular, the following investi-
gations are currently pursued:

– halo parameter determination, mass measurement and the
M/L ratio: evolution with redshift and influence of the lo-
cal environment, any evolutionary effects are investigated

– relation between the baryonic and dark matter components
to provide constraints for models of galaxy formation

– deviation from spherical symmetry: there are both observa-
tional and theoretical arguments in favor of flattened halos,
and galaxy-galaxy lensing can provide constraints on the
mean flattening of the dark matter halos of field galaxies (see
e.g. Brainerd & Wright 2001). Hoekstra et al. (2004) pre-
sented a weak lensing detection of the flattening of galaxy
dark matter halos, with an ellipticity ∼ 0.2, implying that
the halos are aligned with the light distribution. Recently,
Mandelbaum et al. (2006b) detected an ellipticity from the
sdss data set, which appears to be mildly inconsistent with
the detection reported by Hoekstra et al. (2004). Note how-
ever that these two works used different data and method-
ology, making a direct comparison difficult. Moreover, it is
worth mentioning that probing the shape of dark matter halos
is still a difficult measurement because one tries to measure
an azimuthal variation of the galaxy-galaxy lensing signal
which is itself challenging to detect

– morphological dependence of the halo potential: dynamical
studies suggest that the depth of the potential wells of early-
type L∗ galaxies is deeper than those of late-type L∗ galax-
ies. The fact that early-type galaxies are more often observed
as acting as strong lenses than late-type galaxies (Kochanek
et al. 2000) reinforces this idea. Some studies have been able
to differentiate between spiral and elliptical lenses (Griffiths
et al. 1996; McKay et al. 2001; Guzik & Seljak 2002;
Kleinheinrich et al. 2006; Hoekstra et al. 2005), and all these
studies have found their elliptical galaxy sample to produce
stronger galaxy-galaxy lensing signal than their spiral galaxy
sample. McKay et al. (2001) converted their galaxy-galaxy
lensing signal to an aperture mass in an aperture radius of
260 h−1 kpc and found it to be a factor 2.7 larger for ellip-
ticals than for spirals. Guzik & Seljak (2002) in their work
on the sdss data, also found that the virial mass M∗ of an L∗
galaxy varies significantly with galaxy morphology, with M∗
being lower for late types relative to early types (up to a fac-
tor 10 in the u′ band). It is interesting to find a similar result
by using satellite dynamics: Brainerd (2004a) computed the
velocity dispersion profile for the satellites of host galaxies
in the Two Degree Field Galaxy Redshift Survey and in the
Λcdm gif simulation. She found the velocity dispersion pro-
file to have a substantially higher amplitude and steeper slope
for satellite of early-type hosts than it does for satellites of
late-type hosts
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– the scaling of the total galaxy mass with luminosity, includ-
ing any strong evolution of these relations with redshift:
McKay et al. (2001) split their lens sample with luminos-
ity, and found the shear signal to be strongly dependent on
the luminosity: the more luminous the lenses, the stronger
the shear they produce, hence the more massive they are.
These scaling laws have been confirmed by an independent
dynamical method applied on the same data set (McKay
et al. 2002). Hoekstra et al. (2004) also provide a constraint
on the scaling relation between the B-band luminosity and
the velocity dispersion, and found a relation that is in very
good agreement with the Tully-Fisher relation. Moreover,
Hoekstra et al. (2005) considered isolated galaxies from the
rcs: they split their sample into 7 luminosity bands and mea-
sure the mean tangential shear signal out to 2 arcmin from
the lens. They find that the strength of the lensing signal in-
creases with the luminosity of the lens. As a consequence,
the virial mass is found to be an increasing function of the
luminosity, with a slope of ∼1.5 in B, V and R bands.

– the truncation of the dark matter halos during the infall of
galaxies into cluster (see below).

– the bias of light compared to mass by studying the galaxy-
mass correlation function (Seljak et al. 2005).

– the nature of the dark matter: Natarajan et al. (2002a) have
shown that constraints on the extent of the mass distribution
around galaxies in the rich cluster Abell 2218 obtained from
combining strong and weak lensing observations are con-
sistent with the predictions which assume that the dominant
mass component (dark matter) in these halos is collisionless.
A strongly interacting (fluid-like) dark matter is ruled out at
a confidence level of more than 5σ.

– comparison between the virial and the stellar mass and
constraints on the star formation efficiency (Heymans
et al. 2006; Hoekstra et al. 2005; Guzik & Seljak 2002;
Mandelbaum et al. 2006a).

Future prospects are very promising: in particular, the ex-
ploitation of the cosmos survey is ongoing. This survey is a
2 sq. degree imaging survey with the hst; it will contain about
106 galaxies and about 35 000 spectra of galaxies to be mea-
sured with the vimos instrument on the vlt. Moreover, the
multi wavelength observations will assign secure photometric
redshifts for all objects. As demonstrated by Kleinheinrich et al.
(2005), knowledge of the lens redshifts is very important in
any galaxy-galaxy lensing study. Applying galaxy-galaxy lens-
ing techniques to the full cosmos data will give interesting re-
sults on galaxy physics, and will relate the galaxy properties to
their redshift and the local environment. Furthermore, the next
generation of space telescopes will allow probing deeper in the
Universe by combining wide field and very high quality data
from space. From the ground, ongoing or future surveys are also
very promising for galaxy-galaxy lensing studies (the cfhtls,
the second generation of rcs survey, as well as the KIlo Degree
Survey (kids)).

2.4. Galaxy-galaxy lensing through clusters

Galaxy-galaxy lensing has been used successfully to map sub-
structure in massive lensing clusters (Natarajan et al. 1998;
Geiger & Schneider 1999; Natarajan et al. 2002a,b, and the work
presented in this paper). Figure 2 shows the different galaxy-
galaxy lensing results on cluster galaxies. Analyses on cluster
galaxies all used hst data for their investigations. The study
of Geiger & Schneider (1999) on galaxy cluster Cl0939+4713

Fig. 2. Results obtained on cluster galaxies from galaxy-galaxy lens-
ing analysis. Along the dotted lines, the mass within a projected radius
Raper = 100 kpc is constant, equal to the value indicated on the plot.

led to a detection of galaxy-galaxy lensing, but the field ap-
peared to be too small to allow strong conclusions to be drawn
about the mass distributions of the cluster galaxies. Studies led
by Natarajan et al. included strong constraints from observation
of multiple images systems which boost the convergence of the
likelihood, which is why their error bars are tighter than in the
study by Geiger & Schneider.

From Fig. 1, a clear trend can be seen: dark matter halos in
cluster are significantly more compact compared to halos around
field galaxies of equivalent luminosity. This is a landmark ob-
servational result from galaxy-galaxy lensing studies, that was
expected from theoretical considerations and numerical simu-
lations: when clustering, galaxies experience strong tidal strip-
ping from the cluster potential, and they loose part of their dark
matter halo, feeding the global cluster dark matter halo itself.
Moreover, Natarajan et al. (2002b) have considered five galaxy
clusters which span a wide range of redshifts (0.18 < z < 0.58)
and they find that not only are the dark matter halos truncated
in dense environment, the proper length of the truncation radius
increases with the redshift as expected from tidal stripping sce-
narios (Ghigna et al. 1998). However, given the small field of the
hst data used there are likely to be limitations from systematics.
The clusters used are a very heterogeneous sample (they span
a wide range in redshift, richness, mass, x-ray luminosity) and
possibly an increased proportion of contaminating field galaxies
for the higher redshift clusters.

3. Observations and cataloging

3.1. Data

The data used in the presented work were taken at the cfht with
the cfh12k camera through the B, R and I filters. A detailed
description of the data acquisition and reduction can be found in
Czoske (2002). For a brief outline see Bardeau et al. (2005). No
further details will be given in this paper.

The average seeing of the observations as estimated from
the FWHM of stars is 0.8′′ in the R band. The average limiting
magnitude in the R band is equal to 26.2.
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3.2. From images to catalogues

For a detailed description of the object detection see Bardeau
et al. (2005). Here we just give a brief outline of the different
steps involved in the analysis of the reduced and calibrated im-
ages. A crucial step is to estimate the Point Spread Function
(psf) and its variation in each region of the images. The psf
measures the response of the entire optical system (atmosphere
+ telescope optics) to a point source. In our case, stars provide
the calibrating point source, thus the shapes of stars detected in
the images provide our estimate of the psf. The shape of a star
includes an isotropic component mainly due to atmospheric see-
ing, as well as an anisotropic component caused, for example, by
small irregularities in the telescope guiding. The isotropic com-
ponent of the psf leads to a circularization of the images of small
galaxies and thus reduces the amplitude of the measured shear.
The anisotropic psf component introduces a systematic compo-
nent in galaxy ellipticities and thus causes a spurious shear mea-
surement if not corrected (Kaiser et al. 1995).

The images were processed through various software rou-
tines in order to extract the quantities we are interested in: the
position of each galaxy, the shape parameters and their mag-
nitudes. The first step is to construct a photometric catalogue
for each individual image. In order to get the object positions
and magnitudes, we have used sextractor (Bertin & Arnouts
1996). The second step of the analysis is to extract a star cata-
logue from the full catalogue which will be used to estimate the
local psf. We selected stars and cleaned the resulting catalogue
as described in Bardeau et al. (2005). In order to measure the
shapes of the stars, we used the im2shape software developed
by Bridle et al. (2001). At this stage, we have a map of the psf
distribution over the entire field. The third step is to compute the
galaxy catalogues that will be used in the weak lensing analysis.
Galaxies are selected from the photometric catalogues accord-
ing to the criterion described in Bardeau et al. (2005). To mea-
sure the shapes of galaxies, we first linearly interpolate the local
psf at each galaxy position by averaging the shapes of the five
closest stars. This number of stars is found to be large enough
to locally interpolate the psf, whereas choosing a much larger
number would over-smooth the psf characteristics. im2shape
then computes the intrinsic shapes of galaxies by convolving a
galaxy model with the interpolated local psf, and determines
which one is the most likely by minimizing residuals. In the
end, im2shape’s output gives a most likely model for the fitted
galaxy characterized by its position, size, ellipticity and orienta-
tion, and errors on all of these quantities.

Finally, a master catalogue is produced which matches
the objects detected in the three filters and which contains
colour indices built from aperture magnitudes in 16 pixels
(3.28′′) diameter apertures. This catalogue is used to plot the
colour–magnitude diagrams from which the sequence of ellipti-
cal is identified and extracted. Bardeau et al. (2005) used the full
objects catalogues in their weak lensing analysis. In this paper,
we use only objects detected in all three bands and with reliable
shape information. Reliable shapes refers to objects for which
the error on the ellipticity is small. If e = e1 + i e2 is the com-
plex ellipticity, we impose the errors on these parameters to be
err(e1) < 0.1 and err(e2) < 0.1. Moreover, the shape parameters
used in the final maximum likelihood analysis are the ones de-
rived from the R band, as the data quality in terms of seeing and
source density is superior compared to the other bands. These
objects with three colours constitute the basis of our galaxy-
galaxy lensing analysis and we undertake a photometric study
of these objects to derive a redshift estimation for each object.

4. Bayesian photometric redshifts

Getting photometric redshifts with three bands is quite challeng-
ing but possible and reliable for certain redshift ranges which are
well constrained by the filters we have. Adding a prior probabil-
ity allows us to get better constraints than we would have without
any assumptions. The method implemented here has been devel-
oped by Benitez (1999). We will first verify the calibration of
the magnitude, and then show the results of a theoretical study
we undertook in order to quantify the kind of information we
can derive from the data at hand. Then we will verify that the
photometric redshift determination is correct.

4.1. Verification of the magnitude calibration

Before using magnitudes in the analysis, we need to verify that
they are well calibrated. From the colour–magnitude diagram,
we are able to define the most luminous elliptical galaxies of the
cluster on the red cluster sequence (about 50 objects). We then
compare their colours to the Coleman et al. (cww) templates,
which are found to be a better comparison set to our galaxies
than the Bruzual & Charlot (2003) elliptical template. We se-
lected the most luminous objects because the cww template cor-
responds to a metallicity close to solar metallicity. Moreover, we
choose the cww template because it comes from observations
of elliptical galaxies in the local universe, and we can reason-
ably assume that there is little evolution between the redshift of
the cluster sample (z ∼ 0.2) and the present day. The magnitude
calibration appeared to be correct.

4.2. Theoretical analysis

Using the hyperz (Bolzonella et al. 2000) templates, we are
able to simulate a catalogue with known zmodel and the corre-
sponding B, R and I colours. These colours are then fed back to
hyperz in order to derive an estimate of the photometric red-
shift zphot (to compute the magnitudes, a noise is estimated as a
function of the apparent magnitude as explained in Bolzonella
et al. 2000). We can delineate “good” and “bad” regions with re-
spect to e.g. the criterion proposed by Schneider & Rix (1997):
a region is considered as a good one if the points do verify the
following constraint: 0.5 < zphot/zmodel < 1.5:

– from z = 0 to z = 0.5, the constraints derived from hyperz
are bad; only 30% of the objects satisfy the criterion;

– from z = 0.5 to z ∼ 1, we have a good region, with 60% of
the objects that satisfy the criterion;

– from z ∼ 1 to z = 3.7, 73% of the objects do satisfy the
criterion;

– from z ∼ 3.7 to z = 5, 89% of the objects do satisfy the
criterion, note that with increasing redshift, this criterion be-
comes less difficult to satisfy.

We now restrict our study to the redshift range z = 0 to z = 1.5
because this is the range where we are likely to have the majority
of background objects:

– by comparison to the hdf (Bardeau et al. 2005), we found
that the mean redshift of the background population is z ∼ 1

– moreover, Fig. 3 shows the I magnitude distribution for the
whole catalogue of Abell 1763 and for the cleaned cata-
logue, i.e. when we restrict ourselves to the objects with
a good measurement of the shape parameters. We see that
the magnitude limit for the clean catalogue is about 24.
Our catalogue can be compared to the vimos “deep field”
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Fig. 3. Left: I magnitude distribution for the whole catalogue (solid line)
and for the cleaned catalogue (dashed line). Right: redshift distribution
from vimos vlt Deep Survey galaxies that verify I magnitude <24.

(Le Fèvre et al. 2003), for which a redshift distribution is
known: they use a sample of galaxies I < 24 and from
the redshift distribution for this sample,we see (Fig. 3) that
most of the objects are located at z < 1.4, with a tail out to
z = 2 (5% contamination above 1.4). By comparison, we de-
duce that most of our objects are located at redshifts lower
than 1.4.

The second step for the analysis is to perform a Bayesian pho-
tometric study for these simulated objects. The idea is to add
a prior probability which is not used by hyperz and in which
we are confident. This extra information will add constraints
to get the redshift distribution of an object. We will use as a
prior the luminosity function. The final redshift assigned to a
galaxy is determined by combining the information coming from
the hyperz probability distribution with the prior probability.
Basically, adding this prior allows us to get rid of some de-
generacies in the redshift probability distribution coming from
hyperz: using only three filters, the spectral energy distribution
of a given galaxy is not well constrained, thus the redshift prob-
ability distribution sometimes exhibits two solution: a moderate
and a high redshift one. The prior then “kills” some unlikely high
redshift solution, for example when a relatively bright galaxy has
a redshift probability distribution with a moderate redshift solu-
tion (z ∼ 0.5−1) and a high redshift solution (z ∼ 3). We can
delineate “good” and “bad” regions as before:

– from z = 0 to z = 0.5, only 40% of the objects do satisfy the
Schneider & Rix (1997) criterion. It is better than when not
adding the prior, but still the redshift is poorly constrained in
this range;

– from z = 0.5 to z = 1.5, 98% of the objects do satisfy the
criterion.

We see that having a Bayesian approach to the problem by
adding a prior probability does improve the redshift determi-
nation significantly in the range where it was already reliable
before adding this prior. Note however that this theoretical anal-
ysis is idealized in the sense that it is based on synthetic galaxy
templates and does not include any contamination by stars. The
redshift determination is quite reliable for the background pop-
ulation (z > 0.5). These objects will be used as the background
sample in the galaxy-galaxy lensing analysis. On the other hand,
the redshift of the lenses is not well constrained by our filters.
In particular, the cluster ellipticals are assigned a Bayesian red-
shift between 0.35 and 0.45, systematically overestimating their
redshift. So we decided to extract the elliptical galaxies from a
colour magnitude diagram and assign them a redshift equal to
the redshift of the cluster. These objects will be the lenses in the
following analysis. We are aware that we will loose some lenses

Fig. 4. Objects of our Abell 1763 catalogue with zbayes > 0.7 (crosses)
and with zbayes < 0.7 (dots). The line represents the simple colour-cut
used in the deep2 survey to select objects with z > 0.7 and z < 0.7.

in doing so, but the advantage is to have the right redshift for the
cluster elliptical galaxies which are supposed to dominate the
galaxy-galaxy lensing signal.

4.3. Reliability of the Bayesian photometric redshift
determination: comparison to the DEEP2 survey

To verify the reliability of the Bayesian photometric redshift es-
timation, we compare with the deep2 redshift survey (Coil et al.
2004a). In the deep2 galaxy redshift survey, they use a sim-
ple colour-cut designed to select galaxies at z > 0.7: B − R <
2.35× (R− I)−0.45, R− I > 1.15 or B−R < 0.5. As discussed in
Davis et al. (2003), this colour-cut has proven effective: it results
in a sample with ∼90% of the objects at z > 0.7, missing only
∼5% of the z > 0.7 galaxies. We check to see where our objects
with zbayes > 0.7 and zbayes < 0.7 fall in a colour–colour diagram,
with respect to this colour-cut. Figure 4 shows the results. The
dashed line represents the colour-cut: objects at z > 0.7 are sup-
posed to be above the regions defined by these three dashed lines
according to the deep2 colour-cut. The points represent our ob-
jects for which we have estimated zbayes < 0.7. The crosses rep-
resent our objects for which we have estimated zbayes > 0.7. We
can see from this plot that our estimation of the redshift agrees
well with the colour-cut. The next section gives an outline of the
methodology used in this work.

5. Methodology

Full details on the methodology are given in Paper I. Here we
briefly explain the method: we introduce the parameters used to
describe the galaxy mass profile. Then we outline the maximum
likelihood analysis used to derive constraints on dark matter ha-
los of galaxies.

5.1. Modeling the mass distribution of galaxies

Beginning with the three dimensional density distribution ρ(r)
that fully characterizes a dark matter halo for our purposes, we
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project it onto the lens plane to get the two dimensional poten-
tial, φ(R). The related projected surface mass density Σ is then
given by:

4πGΣ(R) = ∇2φ(R) (2)

and the two-dimensional projected mass inside radius R (the
aperture radius Raper) is defined as follows:

Maper(R) = 2π
∫ R

0
Σ(r)rdr. (3)

To model dark matter halos, we use the two components Pseudo-
Isothermal Elliptical Mass Distribution (piemd, Kassiola &
Kovner 1993), which is a more physically motivated mass pro-
file than the isothermal sphere profile (sis) but sharing the same
profile slope at intermediate radius. The density distribution for
this model is given by:

ρ(r) =
ρ0

(1 + r2/r2
core)(1 + r2/r2

cut)
(4)

with the core radius rcore of the order of 0.1′′, and a trunca-
tion radius rcut. In the centre, ρ ∼ ρ0/(1 + r2/r2

core) which de-
scribes a core with central density ρ0. The transition region
(rcore < r < rcut) is isothermal, with ρ ∼ r−2. In the outer parts,
the density falls off as ρ ∼ r−4, as is usually required for mod-
els of elliptical galaxies. This mass distribution is described by a
central velocity dispersion σ0 related to ρ0 for a circular poten-
tial by the following relation:

ρ0 =
σ2

0

2πG

(
rcut + rcore

r2
corercut

)
· (5)

It is easy to show that for a vanishing core radius, the density
profile obtained becomes identical to the density profile used by
bbs for modeling galaxy-galaxy lensing. Since many authors are
using the same mass profile used by bbs in their galaxy-galaxy
lensing studies, it allows for easy comparison with our results.

5.2. Cluster description

We describe the cluster component as a large scale smooth com-
ponent (see Paper I for details). This cluster component is put in
by hand and we use the results found by Bardeau (2004) on the
same data set as parameters.

5.3. Maximum likelihood analysis

The details of the method have been given in Paper I. Here we
give a brief outline of the method.

Once we have the image catalogue, we process it through a
numerical code that retrieves the input parameters of the lenses
using a maximum likelihood method as proposed by Schneider
& Rix (1997). For each image (i), given a mass model for the
foreground lenses galaxies (e.g. σ0, r), we can evaluate the am-
plification matrix ai as a contribution of all the foreground galax-
ies j; z j < zi that lies within a circle of inner radius Rmin, and
outer radius Rmax and of centre the position of the image (i):

ai(σ0, r) =
∑
z j<zi

d(i, j)<Rmax

ai j(σ0, r). (6)

Given the observed ellipticity εi
obs and the associated amplifica-

tion matrix ai, we are able to retrieve the intrinsic ellipticity εs
i

of the source before lensing:

εs
i = F

(
εi

obs, ai(σ0, r)
)
= εs

i (σ0, r). (7)

In order to assign a likelihood to the parameters used to describe
the lense galaxies, we use Ps, the ellipticity probability distribu-
tion in the absence of lensing. Doing that for each image of the
catalogue, we construct the likelihood function:

L(σ0, r) =
∏

i

Ps(εs
i ) (8)

which is a function of the parameters used to define the mass
models of the lenses. For each pair of parameters, we can com-
pute a likelihood. The larger this function, the more likely the
parameters used to describe the lenses. See Paper I for a discus-
sion on the convergence properties of this likelihood function.

As exposed in detail in Paper I, we found that galaxy-galaxy
lensing studies are first sensitive to the mass enclosed within a
given radius; this gave us the idea to re-parameterize the problem
in terms of more physical quantities: the aperture mass calcu-
lated in an aperture radius. Instead of fitting the deformations in
the (σ0, rcut) plane, we can fit them directly in the (Maper,Raper)
plane. We have:

L = L(σ0, rcut) & Maper = Maper(Raper, σ0, rcut) (9)

so we can write:

σ0 = σ0(Maper,Raper, rcut) (10)

the likelihood function then becomes:

L(Maper,Raper, rcut) (11)

and by summing over rcut, we obtain:

L′ =
∑
rcut

L(Maper,Raper, rcut) (12)

this means that:

L′ = L′(Maper,Raper) (13)

The new likelihood function is then a function of the aperture
mass and the aperture radius. Note that Maper and Raper are not
independent parameters, which explains the shape of the likeli-
hood contours in the (Maper,Raper) plane: they remain open along
the Raper axis.

In Paper I we tested extensively the maximum likelihood
method on simulated data defined to match observations to study
the accuracy with which input parameters for mass distributions
for galaxies can be extracted. We showed that the two standard
parameters that characterise galaxy halo models, the central ve-
locity dispersion and the truncation radius can be retrieved re-
liably from the maximum likelihood analysis and that the pro-
posed re-parameterization allows us to put strong constraints on
the aperture mass of a galaxy halo (with less than 10% error).
Thus we are confident in applying this method to the data set
presented in Sects. 3 and 4.

6. Results of the galaxy-galaxy lensing study

In this section, we present the results we have for the elliptical
galaxies in the field of the different clusters studied in this paper.
In the following plots, the likelihood contours are the 1σ, 2σ and
3σ confidence level contours.
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6.1. Null tests

In order to examine the validity of the galaxy-galaxy lensing sig-
nal, we generated a non physical catalogue as follows:

– the orientation angle θ for the galaxies is randomly assigned;
– the position of galaxies that verify zbayes > 0.5 is randomly

assigned;
– the position of the foreground cluster elliptical galaxies is

randomly assigned.

In each case, the likelihood function does not exhibit any signif-
icant maximum.

6.2. Catalogues

The catalogues used in the maximum likelihood analysis are
formed by the objects with the following characteristics:

– 3 colored objects (it means objects detected in the three
bands: B, R, I)

– shape parameters coming from the R band which appeared
to be the less noisy one;

– errors on the estimation of the ellipticity lower than 0.1;
– redshift assigned at the redshift of the cluster for ellipticals

galaxies, Bayesian photometric redshifts for the background
population (z > 0.5).

The average number of lenses in the considered catalogues is
∼700, and the average number of background sources is ∼7500.

This catalogue is the input to the maximum likelihood code.
We use the scaling relations given in Sect. 2.2, with δ = 0.25 and
α = 0.5. From theoretical considerations, the Rmax parameter
should be of the order of 100′′ (see Paper I).

6.3. Results

Results are presented in Fig. 5. We fit the deformations with
a piemd profile, in the (σ0, rcut) plane and in the (Maper,Raper)
plane. Table 1 summarizes the results we obtained. The main
results are the following: (i) we fit reasonable values for the ve-
locity dispersions, around 200 km s−1. This is reasonable in the
sense that it is comparable to values inferred using more tra-
ditional methods (rotation curves, x-ray observations, satellite
dynamics); (ii) we find dark matter halos to be very compact
compared to field galaxies of equivalent luminosity: considering
all cluster galaxies halos, an upper limit on the truncation radius
is set at 50 kpc (piemd results on Abell 383), when the trunca-
tion radius inferred on field galaxies is found to be larger than
a few hundreds of kpc (see Sect. 2 and Fig. 1). As mentioned
in Sect. 2.2, the truncation radius is related to the extension of
the halo. We can say that cluster galaxies are more compact than
field galaxies because the slope of their mass profile steepens
earlier, thus the corresponding mass profile reaches a low den-
sity value earlier. As a consequence, dark matter halo of clus-
ter galaxies are less extended than they are in the case of field
galaxies.

Galaxy cluster Abell 1689 was also studied as part of the
galaxy cluster sample. We found similar constraints for galaxy
halos living in this cluster, but the significance of the detection is
below the 1σ level, so we do not add this detection in this paper.

It should also be pointed out that detections for the different
cluster galaxy dark matter halos are comparable to one another;
this is due to the fact that these different clusters all have similar
physical properties and constitute a very homogeneous sample.

Fig. 5. Results of the galaxy-galaxy lensing analysis in the (σ0, rcut)
plane (left) and in the (Maper, Raper) plane. From top to bottom,
Abell 1763, Abell 2218, Abell 383, Abell 2390, Abell 1835. In the case
of Abell 1763, along the dotted lines in the (σ0, rcut) plane, the aperture
mass computed in an aperture radius of 100 kpc is kept constant equal
to the value indicated on the plot.
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Table 1. Summary of the detections, for a L∗ luminosity. The mass cor-
responds to the total mass computed with a piemd profile, and luminos-
ity comes from the R band. Here σ corresponds to the confidence level
of the detection.

Cluster σ∗0, km s−1 (piemd) r∗cut, kpc (piemd) (M/L)∗

A1763 200+70
−115 (3σ) ≤ 25 (3σ) 19+16

−6 (3σ)

A1835 240+81
−159 (2σ) ≤ 32 (2σ) 20+18

−6 (3σ)

A2218 200+96
−64 (1σ) ≤ 18 (1σ) 13+10

−12 (2σ)

A383 175+66
−143 (2σ) ≤ 50 (2σ) 20+13

−10 (3σ)

A2390 155+50
−75 (1σ) ≤ 47 (1σ) 10+21

−4 (1σ)

6.4. Comparison with other results on cluster galaxies

Figure 6 shows a comparison of our results (in black) with re-
sults on cluster galaxies from Natarajan et al. and from Geiger
& Schneider (in grey). There is a good agreement between the
different studies, though the data sets as well as the analysis are
quite different: as mentioned before studies by Natarajan et al.
and Geiger & Schneider are based on hst data and therefore
they probe central cluster galaxies. Natarajan et al. used the
constraints derived from the observations of multiple images,
whereas Geiger & Schneider did not include strong lensing con-
straints in their analysis. Our results are averaged on a cluster
galaxy population from the centre to ∼2 Mpc, thus we probe the
whole centre of the cluster as well as part of the transition region.

The results presented in this work can also can be compared
to the constraints found by Smith et al. (2005) on the cluster
galaxies of a galaxy cluster sample that contain the galaxy clus-
ters we study in this work. Smith et al. (2005) presented an anal-
ysis of 10 x-ray luminous galaxy clusters based on hst observa-
tions. Therefore they probe the inner part of the galaxy cluster.
From the observation of multiply imaged systems, they modeled
the mass distribution in the cluster cores (R < 500 kpc). In order
to reproduce the location of multiple images detected on the im-
age, each cluster model comprised of a number of parameterized
mass components which account for mass distributed on both
cluster and galaxy scales. Therefore, their study also gives some
constraints on the characteristic parameters of the cluster galax-
ies. Using a piemd profile, they found:σ0 = 180±20 km s−1 and
rcut = 23 kpc, in very good agreement with the results presented
here.

The strong lensing modeling of galaxy cluster Abell 1689
from hst acs observations by Halkola et al. (2006) also pro-
vides evidence for cluster galaxies to be significantly stripped,
with a cut radius of 24 kpc.

The work by Mandelbaum et al. (2006a) also gives some in-
sight on the extension of the dark matter halos: for early type
galaxies living in high density regions, they probe the extension
of the dark matter halos by searching for a depression in the lens-
ing signal relative to that for field galaxies on 50–100 h−1 kpc
scales. A large amount of tidal stripping in clusters would cause
a depression in the lensing signal on scales below the virial ra-
dius. No such depression was found by the authors, ruling out
scenarios that have most satellites strongly stripped. This re-
sult seems to be in disagreement with the one presented in this
paper and with early results of galaxy-galaxy lensing in clus-
ters. It should be noted that in order to look for a depression in
the lensing signal, one needs to use a direct averaging method,
which is not well suited for studying cluster galaxies that are
very close one to each other compared to field galaxies (see

Fig. 6. Comparison of our results (black) with the results from Natarajan
et al. and Geiger & Schneider (grey). Note that a comparison is possible
keeping in mind that the different data sets and the methods used are
different.

Sect. 2.1). Moreover, as mentioned before, a dark matter halo
with rcut ∼ 50 kpc (as found in this work) still has a significant
amount of mass below 50 kpc and will generate a non negligible
lensing signal below 50 kpc. Moreover, it is worth mentioning
the fact that we do present some constraints for galaxies inhabit-
ing very massive clusters where tidal stripping is expected to be
more efficient, thus our results are biased towards very high den-
sity environments. Therefore the different results are not easy to
compare and may not be in disagreement.

7. Discussion and conclusion

The results presented here come from wide field ground based
data. As a consequence, we probe the cluster galaxy population
out to a larger radius than previous studies (∼2 Mpc). This means
that our results are averaged over a galaxy population located all
the way from the centre of the cluster to the transition region of
the cluster. Our study confirms the fact that galaxy halos in clus-
ters are significantly more compact compared to halos around
field galaxies of equivalent luminosity.

The results presented in this work are in very good agree-
ment with numerical simulations. A detailed comparison with
realistic numerical simulations will be presented in a forthcom-
ing publication (see also recent work by Natarajan et al. 2006).
The theoretical expectation is that the global tidal field of a
massive, dense cluster potential well should be strong enough
to truncate the dark matter halos of galaxies that traverse the
cluster core. As mentioned before, this expectation has been ob-
servationally confirmed by several independent previous stud-
ies. Early numerical work (see e.g Merritt 1983; Malumuth &
Richstone 1984) noticed that a large fraction of the mass ini-
tially attached to galaxies in the central megaparsec is stripped.
Bullock et al. (2001) found that halos in dense environments are
more truncated than their isolated counterparts of the same virial
mass. Avila-Reese et al. (1999, 2005) found that halos in cluster
regions are more concentrated than isolated halos. N-body sim-
ulations of cluster formation and evolution (Ghigna et al. 1998;
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Ghigna et al. 2000) find that the dominant interactions are be-
tween the global cluster tidal field and individual galaxies after
z = 2. The cluster tidal field significantly strips galaxy halos.
As previously noted, we probe in this paper lens galaxies lo-
cated all the way from the centre of the cluster to ∼2 Mpc. This
galaxy population is bound to the cluster and it is reasonable to
think that it has experienced the cluster potential at least once:
the characteristic time for a galaxy to cross a cluster is about
109 years, and the age of a galaxy cluster that formed at z = 1 is
about 1010 years.

To conclude, we presented the first galaxy-galaxy lensing re-
sults to date that probe cluster galaxies from a ground based sur-
vey. This study has confirmed the fact that galaxy halos in clus-
ters are significantly less massive and more compact compared
to galaxy halos around field galaxies of equivalent luminosity.
Moreover, this confirmation is based on the analysis of 5 massive
clusters lenses whose properties are close to each other, hence
the confirmation we provide is a strong one since it relies on a
homogeneous sample.
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